1 INTRODUCTION

This document contains supplementary material for the PROV-TEMPLATE article.

- Section 2 presents a complete example of template, bindings, and expanded template.
- Section 3 focuses on techniques to generate bindings.
- Section 4 provides further insight on the quantitative evaluation.

Cross-references to the article are noted A-x to distinguish them from cross-references within this paper.

2 EXAMPLE OF BINDINGS AND EXPANSION

Figure 1 lists a set of bindings designed for the template of Figure A-2 in the paper. Bindings are represented as a JSON dictionary under the "var" key, whereas the "context" key contains prefix declarations, in the form of a dictionary associating prefixes with namespace URIs. Variables are themselves appearing as keys in a dictionary, associating them with values.

The serialization of the bindings (Figure 1) was inspired from the JSON-LD serialization [1]:

- **context**: The context provided to interpret the prefixes used in values.
- **@id**: The identifier of the current value; it is represented as a compact IRI whose prefix is defined in the @context object.
- **@type**: The data type of the current value, also represented as a compact IRI.
- **@value**: The string serialization of the value as specified by the XSD schema [2].

Figure 2 displays the expanded template for the set of bindings displayed in Figure 1; this is a detailed version of the provenance shown in Figure A-5 in the paper.

3 BINDINGS GENERATION

The purpose of this section is to provide illustrations of the bindings generation techniques outlined in the article. To do so, first, we set the context by introducing the Provenance Challenge workflow which is used as a running example. Then, we discuss the various techniques to create bindings.

3.1 Provenance Challenge Workflow

To focus the discussion, we consider the Provenance Challenge workflow [3], which is usually regarded as a benchmark for the provenance community. It is displayed in Figure 3. The workflow consists of five stages, representatives of the kind of transformations involved in creating a brain atlas.

In this section, we will focus on the first align_warp step, a process that takes four inputs, an image and its header, and a reference image and a header, and it results in a parameter file, to be used by the next stage.

---

1. Internationalized Resource Identifier, see https://www.w3.org/TR/json-ld/#compact-iris.
3.2 Baseline: Handcrafted Code For Provenance Generation

The provenance related to the first align_warp step is displayed in Figure 4. We see two activities, corresponding to the overall Provenance Challenge workflow and align_warp1. The generated entity (warp1.warp) is derived from all the inputs. Inputs and the output are all files.

Figure 5 displays the kind of Java code that a programmer would typically write to create the provenance for align_warp1. The code involves a method call for each node and for each edge of the graph. Auxiliary methods are used to facilitate the generation of attributes, e.g., for types and labels.

The resulting provenance, expressed using the PROV-N notation is displayed in Figure 6. It corresponds to the visual representation of Figure 4.

The method align defined in Figure 5 is invoked using the arguments displayed in Figure 7, to create the graph illustrated in Figure 6.
3.3 Handcrafted Code for Bindings Construction

Instead of handcrafting code to generate provenance, the programmer can use PROV-TEMPLATE, and handcraft code that generates a set of bindings, suitable for expansion of the template provided in Figure A-1 of the paper. An example of such code is displayed in Figure 8.

The method `align` (in Figure 8) has the same signature as that of Figure 5 (up to the returned type), and therefore can be invoked as in Figure 7. The method creates bindings for the file identifiers, their labels, the activities and the agent.

While the number of lines in Figure 5 is marginally lower than in Figure 8, the logic is more complex, since only...
Fig. 4. Provenance pertaining to the first \texttt{align\_warp} invocation

```java
public Collection<StatementOrBundle> align(String imgfile, String imglabel, String hdrfile, String hdrlabel, String imgreffile, String imgreflabel, String hdrreffile, String hdrreflabel, String activity, String warpfile, String warplabel, String workflow, String agent) {
    Collection<StatementOrBundle> ll = new LinkedList<StatementOrBundle>();
    Activity a1 = pFactory.newActivity(q(activity));  // activity
    pFactory.addType(a1, prim(ALIGN_WARP), name.PROV_QUALIFIED_NAME);
    Entity e1 = newFile(pFactory, imgreffile, imgreflabel);  // entities
    Entity e2 = newFile(pFactory, hdrreffile, hdrreflabel);
    Entity e3 = newFile(pFactory, imgfile, imglabel);
    Entity e4 = newFile(pFactory, hdrfile, hdrlabel);
    Entity e5 = newFile(pFactory, warpfile, warplabel);
    ll.addAll(Arrays.asList(a1, e1, e2, e3, e4, e5));  // usages
    ll.add(newUsed(a1, ROLE_IMG, e3));  // usages
    ll.add(newUsed(a1, ROLE_HDR, e4));
    ll.add(newUsed(a1, ROLE_IMG_REF, e1));
    ll.add(newUsed(a1, ROLE_HDR_REF, e2));
    ll.add(newWasDerivedFrom(e5, ROLE_OUT, a1));  // generation
    ll.add(newWasDerivedFrom(e5, e1));
    ll.add(newWasDerivedFrom(e5, e2));
    ll.add(newWasDerivedFrom(e5, e3));
    ll.add(newWasDerivedFrom(e5, e4));
    ll.add(newAgent(q(agent)));  // agent
    ll.add(newActivity(q(workflow)));
    ll.add(newWasAssociatedWith(q(workflow), q(agent)));
    ll.add(newWasStartedBy(q(activity), q(workflow)));
    return ll;
}
```

Fig. 5. Handcrafted Java code to generate provenance for the Provenance Challenge’s \texttt{align} activity

bindings constructs are used in the latter, whereas a graph structure needs to be suitably constructed in the former, which requires dealing with nodes and edges, their direction, and their attributes. Thus, the maintenance effort and knowledge required is much higher for Figure 5. Furthermore, we note that lines 26–36 of code in Figure 8 bind variables to constants. We will see a further technique to avoid having to write such lines of code (see Section 3.4).

A source of errors in Figure 8 comes from the fact that template variable names need to be identified. It could be easy for a programmer to assign a value to the wrong variable. To avoid this problem, Section 3.5 discusses a technique in which bindings constructors are generated automatically.
Fig. 6. Generated Provenance for \texttt{align}\_\texttt{warp1}

\begin{verbatim}
align("anatomy1.img", "Anatomy I1",
"anatomy1.hdr", "Anatomy H1",
"reference.img", "Reference Image",
"reference.hdr", "Reference Header",
"a#align_warp1",
"warp1.warp", "Warp Params1",
"a#pcworkflow", "ag1");
\end{verbatim}

Fig. 7. Invocation of the Method \texttt{align} with Concrete Values

### 3.4 Customization of Templates

A developer developing templates for an application will be faced with a tension between the genericity of templates and the effort of creating bindings to instantiate such templates. The more general a template, the more frequent the situation where it can be instantiated, but also the more variables the template contains, and the more complex bindings potentially are going to be. The less generic the template, the easiest the bindings become, but the more templates are required for a given system.

For instance, the template of Figure A-1 is generic, allows for any activity type, any number of consumed entities, and any number of produced entities, each with their respective roles, labels, and types. It is the only template used by the ebook application, but it comes with a large number of variables, some of which allowed to have multiple values: for instance, the \texttt{align\_warp} uses 4 entities, and generates a single one.

PROV-TEMPLATE allows for templates to be customized, in effect by partially instantiating them. Such a customization allows for arity to be specified (number of used or generated artifacts) and some constant values to be provided (e.g., type of an entity or activity). Potentially, some variables may be dropped. To do this, one simply applies the template expansion algorithm with the permissive mode in which unbound variables are kept in the expanded template; alternatively one applies the expansion algorithm with bindings that associate variables with values (when a constant is to be specified) or with a variable (when a value is still expected): this latter approach is adopted here, since it allows us to fix the arity of variables.

For instance, by expanding the generic template of Figure A-2 in the paper with the bindings of Figure 9, we obtain the template of Figure 10: there we see that four entities are used by an activity of type \texttt{Align\_warp}, and their respective types are instantiated.
public Collection<Bindings> align(String imgfile1, String imglabel,
String hdrfile1, String hdrlabel,
String imgreffile1, String imgreflabel,
String hdrreffile1, String hdrreflabel,
String activity,
String warpfile, String warplabel,
String workflow, String agent) {

Bindings bindings1 = new Bindings(pFactory);
bindings1.addVariable(VAR_CONSUMED, pc(imgfile1));
bindings1.addVariable(VAR_CONSUMED, pc(hdrfile1));
bindings1.addVariable(VAR_CONSUMED, pc(imgreffile1));
bindings1.addVariable(VAR_CONSUMED, pc(hdrreffile1));
bindings1.addAttribute(VAR_CONSUMED_LABEL, imglabel);
bindings1.addAttribute(VAR_CONSUMED_LABEL, hdrlabel);
bindings1.addAttribute(VAR_CONSUMED_LABEL, imgreflabel);
bindings1.addAttribute(VAR_CONSUMED_LABEL, hdrreflabel);
bindings1.addVariable(VAR_CONSUMED_NAME, prim(ROLE_IMG));
bindings1.addVariable(VAR_CONSUMED_NAME, prim(ROLE_HDR));
bindings1.addVariable(VAR_CONSUMED_NAME, prim(ROLE_IMG_REF));
bindings1.addVariable(VAR_CONSUMED_NAME, prim(ROLE_HDR_REF));
bindings1.addVariable(VAR_CONSUMED_TYPE, prim(FILE));
bindings1.addVariable(VAR_CONSUMED_TYPE, prim(FILE));
bindings1.addVariable(VAR_CONSUMED_TYPE, prim(FILE));
bindings1.addVariable(VAR_CONSUMED_TYPE, prim(FILE));
bindings1.addVariable(VAR_CONSUMED_TYPE, prim(FILE));
bindings1.addAttribute(VAR_CONSUMED_TYPE, prim(FILE));
bindings1.addAttribute(VAR_CONSUMED_TYPE, prim(ROLE_OUT));

// and some bindings to constants
bindings1.addVariable(VAR_CONSUMED_NAME, prim(ROLE_IMG));
bindings1.addVariable(VAR_CONSUMED_NAME, prim(ROLE_HDR));
bindings1.addVariable(VAR_CONSUMED_NAME, prim(ROLE_IMG_REF));
bindings1.addVariable(VAR_CONSUMED_NAME, prim(ROLE_HDR_REF));
bindings1.addVariable(VAR_CONSUMED_NAME, prim(FILE));
bindings1.addVariable(VAR_CONSUMED_NAME, prim(FILE));
bindings1.addVariable(VAR_CONSUMED_NAME, prim(FILE));
bindings1.addVariable(VAR_CONSUMED_NAME, prim(FILE));
bindings1.addVariable(VAR_CONSUMED_NAME, prim(FILE));
bindings1.addVariable(VAR_CONSUMED_NAME, prim(ROLE_OUT));

return Collections.singleton(bindings1);
}

Fig. 8. Handcrafted Code To Create Bindings for Provenance Challenge align Activity

3.5 Bindings Bean Generation

From a software engineering viewpoint, it is challenging to keep the handcrafted bindings of Section 3.3 synchronized with the templates. Indeed, as template variables appear in the program as constant strings, if the programmer edits the template, for instance, by renaming a variable, the handcrafted bindings will not automatically be changed, and template expansion will result in incomplete provenance (or will fail), because no binding is found for the renamed variable.

To address this problem, a solution is to use a template in order to generate automatically the code to create sets of bindings for that template. Figure 11 illustrates a so-called bindings bean automatically generated for the template align_warp of Figure 10. For every variable in the template, there is a method in the bindings bean. For instance, for var:agent in the template, we find addAgent in the bindings bean class AlignBindingsBean.

Equipped with such a bindings bean, the programmer calls the bean constructor to construct a set of bindings: Figure 12 illustrates how a set of bindings can be constructed for the align_warp template. Using the method align (with the same signature as the method in Figure 8, up to the returned result), one can create an instance of the AlignBindingsBean, and populate it with values for the relevant variables.

Figure 12 shows that the methods generated automatically from the templates are being called to construct the sets of bindings. For instance, we see a call to addAgent passing the agent’s qualified name. If a template is changed by renaming a variable or dropping a variable, the bindings bean class can be recompiled; at compile-time, the Java compiler will detect the invocation of a method that no longer exists.

Further optimisations are possible. For instance, the bindings bean could detect if some variable is unbound before the set of bindings is passed to the template expansion algorithm. Such a technique of generation of bindings beans from templates helps with the maintenance of applications when templates change, as discussed in the paper in Section A-7.3.

Figure 13 displays the JSON serialization of the set of bindings constructed by the code of Figure 12 after invocation displayed in Figure 7.
Fig. 9. Set of bindings for customization of template for align_warp
Fig. 10. Customized template for align_warp
Fig. 11. Automatically generated bindings bean for align_warp

3.6 Architectural Overview

Figure 14 provides an overview of how we can generate provenance for the Provenance Challenge workflow. We started from the block template of Figures A-1 and A-2 in the paper. We then generated a new template for each workflow step by customizing the block template, with sets of bindings similar to that of Figure 9, making explicit the number of entities used and generated by activities, the types of activities and entities, and other attributes. Each workflow step template was then used to generate bindings beans automatically. Such bindings beans were constructed by the overall workflow, and sets of bindings serialized, and used by the expansion algorithm to expand the corresponding templates, resulting in the overall provenance.
public Collection<BindingsBean> align(String imgfile1, String imglabel,
String hdrfile1, String hdrlabel,
String imgreffile1, String imgreflabel,
String hdrreffile1, String hdrreflabel,
String activity,
String warpfile, String warplabel,
String workflow, String agent) {

AlignBindingsBean bean=new AlignBindingsBean(pFactory);

bean.addConsumed1(pc(imgfile1));
bean.addConsumed2(pc(hdrfile1));
bean.addConsumed3(pc(imgreffile1));
bean.addConsumed4(pc(hdrreffile1));

bean.addConsumedLabel1(imglabel);
bean.addConsumedLabel2(hdrlabel);
bean.addConsumedLabel3(imgreflabel);
bean.addConsumedLabel4(hdrreflabel);

bean.addBlockInstance(pc(activity));
bean.addProduced(pc(warpfile));
bean.addProducedLabel(warplabel);

bean.addParent(pc(workflow));
bean.addAgent(pc(agent));

return Collections.singleton((BindingsBean)bean);
}

Fig. 12. Handcrafted code exploiting automatically-generated bindings bean

{ "var" : { "consumed1" : [ { "@id" : "pc1:anatomy1.img" } ],
"consumed2" : [ { "@id" : "pc1:anatomy1.hdr" } ],
"consumed3" : [ { "@id" : "pc1:reference.img" } ],
"consumed4" : [ { "@id" : "pc1:reference.hdr" } ],
"consumed_label1" : [ "Anatomy I1" ],
"consumed_label2" : [ "Anatomy H1" ],
"consumed_label3" : [ "Reference Image" ],
"consumed_label4" : [ "Reference Header" ],
"block_instance" : [ { "@id" : "pc1:a#align_warp1" } ],
"produced" : [ { "@id" : "pc1:warp1.warp" } ],
"produced_label" : [ "Warp Params1" ],
"agent" : [ { "@id" : "pc1:ag1" } ],
"parent" : [ { "@id" : "pc1:a#pcworkflow" } ] },
"context" : { "pc1" : "http://www.ipaw.info/challenge/" }

Fig. 13. Resulting set of bindings for align1 activity

3.7 CSV to Sets of Bindings

It is not always possible to modify a legacy application to insert code that generates provenance. Sometimes, the only way to
generate provenance is by accessing application data, and reconstructing provenance from it. To help provenance-enabling
legacy applications, it is, therefore, useful to have some support for common data formats.

Application data is often available in, or exportable to, tabular format such as, for instance, the standardized “comma-
separated value” (CSV) format [4]. It is rather straightforward to convert CSV to the representation of sets of bindings.
Figure 15 shows a tabular representation of all values logged for align_warp activities, where the column headings
are used to indicate the variables that the are being defined, and each line represents a possible set of bindings for such
variables. By combining the column heading and the first line of the table, one can easily construct the set of bindings
displayed in Figure 13.

3.8 Asynchronous Bindings Generation With Bindings Fragment

So far, the discussion has been mostly on what goes into sets of bindings and how this can be programmed, with minimal
effort. An important question is also when such sets of bindings should be created. The ebook application contains a
workflow interpreter that was augmented to log execution information in the bindings format [5]. The key moments for
capturing information during the interpretation of a workflow are: at the beginning of a block evaluation, at the point its
input arguments have been evaluated, at the point when outputs are generated, and finally at the end of block evaluation.
At each capture point, values for a subset of variables of the block template are captured; we call this a bindings fragment. The bindings fragment is appended to a log along with the type of recording: begin, input, output and end.

To generate the complete log after execution, we iterate over the bindings fragment log and use a stack to aid in combining the fragments. A begin fragment pushes a new bindings record onto the stack, filling in values of variables known at block start (i.e., the top 6 variables in Figure 16). This includes the parent variable which is the value of the block_instance variable in the next record on the stack. Record input/output appends values to the consumed, produced and literal variables as appropriate, including the _at_name, _value and _type variables. End finalises a binding setting the endtime variable, pops the sets of bindings from the stack, and commits it to the log.

For performance reasons, we wanted to log bindings as quickly as possible and with as little impact on the runtime system as possible. When augmenting the application, code changes were kept to a minimum by using Python decorators. Logging with fragments limits the information that needs to maintained during runtime execution. It was important to the application that the evaluator could be easily paused and resumed and for the bindings to still be available.
Fig. 16. Bindings Fragments
4 Quantitative Evaluation (continued)

In this section, we provide further insight on the quantitative evaluation appearing in Section A-5 of the paper. Table A-4 in the paper provides a summary of expansion times — mean, standard deviation, median — and average bindings set size. The box plot of Figure 17 shows expansion times for each template, after normalizing the time with respect to the expansion time. Figure 17 also shows the median for each application; their value appears in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>application</th>
<th>normalized median (in ms/Kb)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>smart</td>
<td>0.155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>food</td>
<td>0.193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ebook</td>
<td>0.153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>picasso</td>
<td>0.210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>0.183</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To get further insight into the expansion process, we can compare the size of a template and the size of its expansion. Figure 18 displays such a ratio for all the templates. Table 2 summarizes the ratios for the various applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>application</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>std. dev.</th>
<th>median</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>smart</td>
<td>0.751</td>
<td>0.227</td>
<td>0.817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>food</td>
<td>0.797</td>
<td>0.419</td>
<td>0.857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ebook</td>
<td>0.706</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>0.714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>picasso</td>
<td>0.580</td>
<td>0.218</td>
<td>0.547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>0.657</td>
<td>0.274</td>
<td>0.680</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 18 displays some variability in the range of ratios for some templates. In ebook’s block_run, the bindings with the lowest ratio (0.07) is for the same block as discussed in the paper, with the large number of outputs (31). The bindings with ratio (1.23) are for blocks which do not consume or produce any entity; in that case, the template has a large number of unused variables, making it larger than its expansion.

Likewise, in the food application, the templates foodspec for food specification and analysis for sampling analysis are general and contain a very large number of variables so that they can cater for all types of food and analyses, respectively. However, some bindings provide values for only a few of these variables, resulting in the expanded provenance being smaller than the templates.
Fig. 17. Expansion time normalized by the length of sets of bindings.
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Fig. 18. Ratio template vs expanded provenance, per application, per template. The legend shows the color adopted for each application. Colored horizontal lines are the median compression ratio for each application.
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